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Abstract. Intermediate filament (1F) assembly is
remarkable, in that it appears to be self-driven by the
primary sequence of IF proteins, a family (40-220 kd)
with diverse sequences, but similar secondary struc-
tures . Each IF polypeptide has a central 310 amino
acid residue a-helical rod domain, involved in coiled-
coil dimer formation . Two short (-10 amino acid resi-
due) stretches at the ends of this rod are more highly
conserved than the rest, although the molecular basis
for this is unknown . In addition, the rod is segmented
by three short nonhelical linkers of conserved location,
but not sequence. To examine the degree to which
different conserved helical and nonhelical rod se-
quences contribute to dimer, tetramer, and higher or-
dered interactions, we introduced proline mutations in
residues throughout the rod of a type I keratin, and
we removed existing proline residues from the linker
regions . To further probe the role of the rod ends, we
introduced more subtle mutations near the 000H-
terminus . We examined the consequences of these mu-
tations on (a) IF network formation in vivo, and (b)
10-nm filament assembly in vitro. Surprisingly, all

TOGETHER with actin microfilaments and microtu-
bules, intermediate filaments (IF)' form the cytoskel-
eton ofeukaryotic cells, comprising up to 85% of the

total cellular protein. The basic subunit structure of all IF
proteins is a coiled-coil dimer composed oftwo chains, each
with a central -310 amino acid rod domain, which is largely
a-helical and contains heptad repeats of hydrophobic
residues (for reviews see Aebi et al ., 1988 ; Steinert and
Roop, 1988) . Most IFs assemble into homopolymers, but
keratin IFs are composed of heterodimers of type I and type
II proteins, which associate to form tetramers (Coulombe
and Fuchs, 1990 ; Hatzfeld and Weber, 1990a ; Steinert,
1990; see also Franke et al ., 1983) . A series of higher or-

1 . Abbreviations used in this paper: EBS, epidermolysis bullosa simplex;
IF, intermediate filament ; 1FAP, IF associated protein ; P, praline.
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proline mutations located deep in the coiled-coil rod
segment showed rather modest effects on filament net-
work formation and 10-nm filament assembly. In addi-
tion, removing the existing proline residues was with-
out apparent effect in vivo, and in vitro, these mutants
assembled into 10-nm filaments with a tendency to ag-
gregate, but with otherwise normal appearance . The
most striking effects on filament network formation
and IF assembly were observed with mutations at the
very ends of the rod . These data indicate that se-
quences throughout the rod are not equal with respect
to their role in filament network formation and in 10-
nm filament assembly. Specifically, while the internal
rod segments seem able to tolerate considerable
changes in a-helical conformation, the conserved ends
seem to be essential for creating a very specific struc-
ture, in which even small perturbations can lead to
loss of IF stability and disruption of normal cellular
interactions . These findings have important implica-
tions for the disease Epidermolysis Bullosa Simplex,
arising from point mutations in keratins K5 or K14 .

dered interactions among tetramers gives rise to 10-nm fila-
ments, each composed of -20,000 IF molecules.
Given the common structure among IFs, it is surprising

that different types of IF proteins have considerable sequence
heterogeneity (for review see Steinert and Roop, 1988) . The
head and tail sequences flanking the a-helical rod are highly
divergent both in size and in sequence . The sequence of the
central rod segment classifies the IF type, and among differ-
ent types, sequence identities throughout this domain aver-
age only -25-30% . However, the carboxy and amino ends
of the rod exhibit remarkable conservation, even across IF
types . The sequence TYRR/KLLEGE at the carboxy end of
the rod domain is nearly unchanged among IF proteins.
Recently, several laboratories have conducted deletion and

site-mutagenesis studies to begin to elucidate how different
IF domains might be involved in IF network formation in
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vivo (Albers and Fuchs, 1987, 1989 ; Lu and Lane, 1990 ;
Gill et al ., 1990 ; Wong and Cleveland, 1990; Christian et
al ., 1990 ; Heald and McKeon, 1990) and in 10-nm filament
assembly in vitro (Coulombe et al ., 1990 ; Hatzfeld and
Weber, 1990a,ó, 1991) . From these studies, it is apparent
that the highly variable nonhelical end domains flanking the
rod segment have specialized roles, and the extent to which
they contribute to IF network formation and/or 10-nm fila-
ment assembly is dependent upon the specific IF protein ex-
amined . In contrast, carboxy and amino terminal deletion
studies have demonstrated that the ends of the rod domain
seem to be universally essential, a finding substantiated by
in vivo analysis of a number of point mutations in the car-
boxy end of the rod domain of nuclear lamin A (Heald and
McKeon, 1990) and in vitro reconstitution studies of two
mutations in a similar region of keratins K8 and/or K18
(Hatzfeld and Weber, 1991) .
While the mutagenesis experiments conducted thus far

have emphasized the importance ofthe rod segment in IF as-
sembly, complementary internal rod mutations are neces-
sary to provide insights into why these end domains are so
highly evolutionarily conserved, and what might be their
relevance relative to the internal rod segments . In this re-
gard, it is interesting that the rod is not uniformly a-helical .
The a-helical rod is segmented by two short nonhelical
linkers (termed LI and LII in this paper) ofconserved location,
but variable sequence. Among IFs, these linkers frequently
contain proline and glycine residues, which are predicted to
destabilize the a-helix and perturb potential coiled-coil in-
teractions (Hanukoglu and Fuchs, 1982, 1983 ; Geisler and
Weber, 1982 ; for review see Aebi et al ., 1988 ; Steinert and
Roop, .1988) . Some IFs, predominantly keratins, have a third
linker (LIU), which appears less disruptive, containing gly-
cine but no proline residues (Hanukoglu and Fuchs, 1982,
1983) . The role of the linkers in 10-run filament assembly is
unknown, as is a knowledge ofwhether other segments ofthe
a-helical rod segment might be able to tolerate such strong
helix-perturbing residues .
Thus far, only two mutations (Lys/Arg-->Val) located out-

side (25-35 residues internal to) the highly conserved end
domains of the rod have been analyzed, and these had no
effect on nuclear lamina formation in vivo (Heald and
McKeon, 1990) . While intriguing, one of these mutations
(Lys-->Val) merely restored a natural difference between
lamin and K14 (V380), and neither of these mutations were
helix-perturbing residues . Thus, assessing the relative im-
portance ofeven this small internal rod segment was not pos-
sible, given the small number of internal mutants tested, the
relatively mild nature of the substitutions and the existence
of similar null mutations in the conserved ends of the lamin
rod (Heald and McKeon, 1990) .
To begin to investigate the effects of helix-perturbing

residues on the four helical segments of IF proteins, and the
possible roles of the existing proline residues, we (a) en-
gineered nine proline substitutions within conserved seg-
ments of the a-helical rod domain of the human keratin K14,
and (b) removed the prolines within the rod . K14, along with
its partner keratin K5, forms the 10-mm filament network of
keratinocytes in a variety of stratified squamous epithelia
(Nelson and Sun, 1983) . K14 mutants were tested by tran-
sient gene transfection into cultured epidermal and simple
epithelial cells and by in vitro filament assembly with wild-
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type K5. Using more extensive and subtle mutations, wethen
investigated critical segments of the rod in more depth . Col-
lectively, our results demonstrate for the first time that (a)
the highly conserved ends of the rod play a greater role in
10-nm filament assembly and IF network formation than the
internal segments, and (b) the internal rod segment can ac-
commodate considerably more deformation than was previ-
ously realized . These studies have important implications
for the wide variability in severity ofthe genetic skin disease
epidermolysis bullosa simplex (EBS), which arises from
point mutations in the human genes encoding K5 and K14 .

Materials and Methods

Cell Culture and Gene Transfections
Keratinocytes and PtK2 cells were cultured, transfected, fixed, and
processed for immunofluorescent labeling as described previously (Albers
and Fuchs, 1987) . The antisera used were a rabbit polyclonal anti-P against
the COOH-terminal neuropeptide substance P tag (Wako Chemicals, Rich-
mond, VA), guinea pig polyclonal anti-K5 antibodies against the human K5
COOH-terminal peptide (Lersch, R ., and E. Fuchs, unpublished data), and
a mouse mAb, anti-K8, against the endogenous PtK2 network (Lane et al .,
1982) . To visualize primary antibodies, we used FITC-conjugated goat
anti-rabbit IgG (Cappel Biochemicals, Durham, NC) and Texas red-conju-
gated goat anti-guinea pig or anti-mouse IgG (Accurate Biochemicals,
Westbury, NY) .

IF Extractions and ImmunoblotAnalysis
Keratins were isolated from transiently transfected cells and subjected to
SDS-PAGE and immunoblot analysis as described previously (Albers and
Fuchs, 1987) .

Analysis ofIntermediate Filament Proteins
Bacterially expressed keratins were isolated from inclusion bodies and
purified by anion exchange chromatography as previously described
(Coulombe and Fuchs, 1990) . In vitro filament assembly assays were car-
ried out as described (Coulombe and Fuchs, 1990), with the exception that
filament reconstitution was initiated in assembly buffer containing 9 M
rather than 6.5 M urea, and 0.5 mM MgCIZ was added to the final dialysis
solution (Eckert, B . S ., and P. L . Yeagle. 1990. J. Cell Biol. 111 :433a) . As-
sembled filaments were negatively stained (1 .25% uranyl acetate) and ex-
aminedby EM . Assembly efficiency was routinely examined by centrifuga-
tion of protein mixtures before and after assembly at 20,000 g for 60 min,
followed by analysis of pellet and supernatant by SDS-PAGE .

Mutagenesis
Point mutations were engineered in a bluescript-KS+ plasmid (Stratagene,
LaJolla, CA) containing the wild-type K14cDNA . Mutants were generated
using either (a) the site-directed mutagenesis protocol described by Kunkel
(1985), or (b) direct insert of paired mutagenized oligonucleotides . A frag-
ment encompassing the mutation was then subcloned into either pJK14P
(SV-40 promoter/enhancer-based mammalian expression vector ; Albers
and Fuchs, 1987) or pETK14P (bacterial expression vector ; Coulombe and
Fuchs, 1990) .

Results

Selection ofProline Mutations and Preparation of
Keratinocyte Expression Vectors
Fig . 1 illustrates the predicted secondary structure for hu-
man K14, depicting the four a-helical domains separated by
the three nonhelical linker regions (see Hanukoglu and
Fuchs, 1982 for secondary structure analyses) . To determine
whether the K14 polypeptide might be able to tolerate helix-
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Figure 1. Stick diagram ofexisting and genetically engineered pro-
line residues in the human K14 keratin, depicting their location rel-
ative to the ci-helical rod domain. For K14, the rod domain is -310
amino acid residues and is subdivided into four segments (helix IA,
helix IB, helix 2A, andhelix 2B)based upon the presence of proline
or multiple glycine residues inthe short nonhelical stretches linking
these segments (Hanukoglu and Fuchs, 1982 ; Coulombe et al .,
1990) . The helices are denoted by boxes, with the hatched regions
denoting the most highly evolutionarily conserved segments . The
black bars denote the nonhelical domains ; thin white bar denotes
the neuropeptide substance P tag . The naturally occurring proline
(P) residues are indicated along the top ; the genetically engineered
proline mutations are shown along the bottom . Point mutants were
engineered in the K14 cDNA by site-directed mutagenesis using ei-
ther the Kunkel method (1985), or synthetic oligonucleotide inserts.
In all cases, mutations were verified by DNA sequencing .

perturbing residues within the four helices, we used site-
directed mutagenesis (Kunkel, 1985) to engineer proline
substitutions in each of the four segments . A comparison of
published IF sequences from invertebrates to mammals re-
vealed that the most highly conserved residue at the amino
end ofthe rod is K14 N123, present in 64 of64 IF-sequences .
We engineered a praline mutation, N123 :P, in this highly
conserved site . At the carboxy terminus, TYRR/KLLEGE
is present in nearly all IF proteins (residues 414-422, respec-
tively, in human K14; Marchuk et al ., 1984) . Since L419 is
the first residue in the last heptad repeat of the rod domain,
we engineered L419:P Finally, since the equivalent of R416
is an R in 73 of 75 IFs, we made R416 :P.

Fig . 1 illustrates the relative positions of the nine encoded
praline (P) residues that were introduced individually into
the rod segments . To drive expression of these mutant K14
cDNÀs in a variety ofcultured cell types, we used the major
early promoter and enhancer of the SV-40 genome . To track
the expression of the mutants in transfected keratinocytes in
culture, we replaced the sequences encoding the five termi-
nal antigenic residues of the wild-type K14 with sequences
encoding the antigenic portion ofthe neuropeptide substance
P (see Albers and Fuchs, 1987 for details) . This enabled us
to use an anti-P antibody to detect the transgene product and
an anti-K14 or anti-K5 antibody to detect expression of the
endogenous keratin filament network. The mutant proteins
will be referred to as XN:Y, where X represents the K14
amino acid residue mutated, N represents the residue num-
ber based upon Marchuk et al ., 1984, and Y represents the
new amino acid residue created as a consequence of the
mutation .

Proline Mutants at the Ends ofthe RodDomain Have
More Severe Effects than Internal Proline Mutants
To examine the behavior of our nine praline point mutants
on keratin network formation in cultured keratinocytes
(SCC-13 ; epidermal squamous cell carcinoma ; K5+, K14+;
Wu and Rheinwald, 1981), we transfected cells using the cal-
cium phosphate precipitation method (Graham and Van tier
Eb, 1973) . At 65 h after transfection, part of the cells were
harvested for IF protein analysis, and the rest were fixed and
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stained for double immunofluorescence using anti-P and
and-K5 .
As judged by the calculated percentage of brightly and-P

staining cells in populations transfected with each ofour mu-
tants, the transfection efficiency was typically 5 %. When ex-
pressed in culture, nearly all ofour mutant cDNAs produced
stable and roughly comparable levels of the expected 52-kd
protein (Fig. 2) . The exception was D301:P (Fig . 2 B, lane
7) . Since D301:Pproduced stable protein in bacteria (see be-
low), but not in cultured epithelial cells, we suspected that
this mutant might be prone to some proteolytic event . Con-
sequently, we did not use this mutant for further culture
studies .
The relative levels of all other point mutant K14 proteins

were similar to that of K14P, as judged by SDS-PAGE and
anti-P immunoblot analysis of IF proteins extracted from
transfected cultures (Fig. 2, A and B, respectively) . The
amount ofK14P relative to endogenous K14 protein was esti-
mated using dilutions of known concentrations of bacterially
expressed and purified K14P and K5 as standards. Thking
into account that only 5 % of the cells were judged to be
transfected, it was estimated that the average level of mutant
K14P in most transfected cells was -20-35 % ofthe endoge-
nous level ofK14 protein . Some variation in intensity ofim-
munofluorescence staining was observed, indicating that ab-
solute amounts of K14P in a given cell might deviate
several-fold from the average value.

In transfected keratinocytes, mutant keratins containing
praline mutations at the ends of the rod domain integrated
into and perturbed the endogenous keratin filament network
(Fig. 3 A, L419 :P, anti-P ; B, same cells, anti-KS) . While
filamentous cables were still seen, the network was often
withdrawn from the cell periphery, and punctate staining
was evident in the cytoplasm . This phenotype was seen for
keratinocytes transfected with N123 :P, V133 :P, R416:P, and
L419:P, and was present in >20% of transfected SCC-13
cells . The phenotype was distinctly different from that of
wild-type K14P, which integrated into the keratin filament
network without apparent perturbation in 100% of the cells
(C, anti-P and D, anti-K5) . Collectively, these findings sug-
gested that praline mutations within the highly conserved
end domains of the a-helical rod segment of K14 can cause
major perturbations in keratin network formation . The
studies were consistent with and extended those reported by
Heald and McKeon (1990), who noted that certain point mu-
tations, including the equivalent mutation of R416:P, in the
carboxy end of the rod domain of nuclear lamin A altered
the ability of lamins to form a proper nuclear envelope . The
data were also consistent with deletion mutagenesis studies,
showing that removal ofthese highly conserved end domains
resulted in mutant IF proteins that perturbed filament net-
work formation and 10-nm filament assembly (Albers and
Fuchs, 1987, 1989 ; Coulombe et al ., 1990 ; Gill et al ., 1990 ;
Lu and Lane, 1990 ; Wong and Cleveland, 1990) . Finally,
these findings were in agreement with Hatzfeld and Weber
(1991), who examined the effects of two K8 and/or K18 point
mutations at the COOH-terminal end of the rod domain on
10-nm filament assembly in vitro .
Unexpectedly, the internal praline mutations showed no

visible perturbations on keratin filament networks in cul-
tured keratinocytes. Thus, L143:P, N183:P, R232:P, and
V380 :P all integrated into the endogenous keratin filament
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Figure 2. Accumulation ofmutant keratins in transfected keratinocytes. SCC-13 keratinocytes (100-mm dishes) were transfected with K14P
and 13 different K14P point mutants. At 65 h posttransfection, cells were harvested, and IF proteins were extracted (see Albers and Fuchs,
1987 for methods) . Proteins were resolved by electrophoresis through 8.5% SDS-polyacrylamide gels. Gels were subjected to Coomassie
blue staining (A) or immunoblot analysis with a rabbit polyclonal anti-P antiserum (1 :700 dilution) (B) . Bacterially expressed K5 and K14P
were used as mass and immunoblot standards . (A). At left, K5 and K14P standards are shown at 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1, 1.25, and 1.5 hg,
respectively. Lanes 1-12 contain 5 jug aliquots of IF proteins extracted from cells transfected with : lane 1, K14P ; lane 2, N123 :P ; lane
3, V133 :P ; lane 4, L143:P ; lane 5, N183 :P ; lane 6, R232:P ; lane 7, D301:P; lane 8, V380:P ; lane 9, R416:P, lane 10, L419 :P ; lane 11,
L419:R ; lane 12, Bluescript KS' plasmid (negative control) . Migration of molecular mass standards of45 and 66 kd are indicated at left .
Keratin components of the IF preparations (KS, K6, K13, K14, and K17) as well as actin (A) are indicated at right. (B) At left, K5 and
K14P standards were loaded at 50, 25, 15, 12 .5, 10.0, and 7.5 ng, respectively. Lanes 112 contain 20-Ag aliquots ofIF proteins from cells
transfected with : lane 1, K14P ; lane 2, N123:P ; lane 3, V133 :P ; lane 4, L143:P ; lane 5, N183:P ; lane 6, R232:P ; lane 7, D301:P ; lane
8, V380:P ; lane 9, R416:P ; lane 10, L419:P ; lane 11, L419:R; lane 12, Bluescript KS+. (*) Denotes location of the bands corresponding
to K14P and K14P mutants, all of which migrated similarly on one dimensional SDS gels . Amounts (in ng) of total endogenous K14 and
exogenous K14P proteins were estimated by comparison with mass standards on SDS-PAGE and immunoblots, respectively. The amounts
ofexogenous K14P proteins per transfected cell were estimated by dividingthe total ng exogenous K14P protein by thepercent oftransfected
cells in the population, a figure obtained by immunofluorescence labeling of cells grown on chamber slides and transfected in parallel
with the cells used for IF assays . An average ratio of exogenous K14P protein to endogenous K14 protein per transfected cell could then
be determined directly. Note: all mutants except for D301:P produced stable protein at comparable levels. It was estimated that on average,
most of the transgenes were expressed at -20-35% of the endogenous K14 levels under the conditions used .

network without apparent perturbations (Fig . 3, N183 :P, E,
anti-P and F, anti-KS) . Despite the knowledge that the cen-
tral portion of the rod domain is less highly conserved than
the end segments, ithas been generally predictedthat proline
mutations within the a-helical rod domain would have a del-
eterious effect on the a-helicity of the rod and subsequently
on intermediate filament structure and filament network for-
mation . While these findings did not rule out the possibility
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that certain internal proline mutations might lead to pertur-
bations of the keratin filament network, they suggested that
the rod segment was not uniform in its role in keratin net-
work formation.
Epidermal keratin filament networks are notoriously sta-

ble and dense, comprising up to 30% ofthe total cell protein
in cultured human keratinocytes (Sun and Green, 1978) . To
ascertain whether our internal proline mutations might have
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Figure 3. Immunolluorescence analysis oftransfected keratinocytes expressing K14P proline mutants. SCC-13 keratinocytes were transfected
with nine keratin point mutants. 65 h posttransfection, cells were fixed and co-stained with anti-P (first frame of each set) and anti-K5
(second frame of each set) antisera . SCC-13 cells shown were transfected with : (A and B) LAMP (note that in some cells, the keratin
network has separated from the plasma membrane and is beginning to collapse toward the nucleus) ; thisphenotype was also seen for N123 :P,
V133T, and R416:P in >20Î ofthe transfected cells; (C and D) K14P (wild-type) ; Eand F, N183T (this phenotype was indistinguishable
from wild-type, and was also seen for L143T, R232 :P, D301T, and V380T) . Bar, 20 pm .
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subtle effects on keratin network formation that we could not
detect in transfected keratinocytes, we repeated our transfec-
tions in rat potoroo (PtK2) kidney epithelial cells (K8+,
K18+), which have significantly less abundant keratin net-
works (ti5 % ofthe total cell protein as judged by densitome-
try staining of Coomassie blue-stained gels), yielding a
higher ratio ofmutant/wild-type K14 in PtK2 than in SCC-13
cells . In addition, a reduced stability of the resulting IFs
might be expected since K14 was forced to co-assemble with
a foreign (K8) type II keratin (Franke et al ., 1983 ; see also
Albers and Fuchs, 1987) .
As expected, all proline mutations near the ends of the rod

exhibited gross perturbations in the filament networks, in-
cluding withdrawal of the network from the cell periphery
and/or complete perinuclear collapse in >50% oftransfected
PtK2 cells (Fig . 4, L419 :P, A, anti-P and B, anti-K8 ; com-
pare with wild-type K14P transfected PtK2 cells in Cand D,
respectively) . Many of the mutant transfected cells exhibit-
ing a wild-type network stained only weakly with anti-P anti-
bodies, suggesting that these cells expressed lower levels of
mutant protein than those with collapsed networks.

Despite the lesser stability of the PtK2 keratin network,
four of the five internal K14 proline mutations still showed
no apparent effect on the endogenous IF network of trans-
fected cells (Fig . 4, R232 :P, E, anti-P and F, anti-K8) . In-
terestingly, however, the internal proline mutant L143 : P per-
turbed the PtK2 network (Fig . 4, L143 :P, G, anti-P and H,
anti-K8) . Since this mutant had shown no effect on the more
stable SCC-13 keratin networks, it seems likely that it was
intermediate in its ability to perturb keratin network forma-
tion in vivo .
No changes were detected in the other cytoskeletal net-

works of transfected cells (not shown, but see Albers and
Fuchs, 1987, 1989 for similar analyses) . Since these other
networks are generally more sensitive to metabolic and cell
cycle changes than are keratin networks, it is unlikely that
the disruption involving keratin IFs at the cell periphery was
caused by any non-specific global shock to the cell's normal
functions .

Effects ofProline Mutants on Tetramer Formation and
10-nm Filament Assembly
To examine the effects of our point mutants on keratin fila-
ment assembly, we cloned the mutant cDNAs into a bacterial
expression vector, enabling us to isolate and purify milli-
gram quantities ofmutant and wild-type K14P as well as the
type II partner keratin, K5 (Coulombe and Fuchs, 1990;
Coulombe et al ., 1990) . All of our mutants, including
D30LP, produced stable protein of the predicted size (data
not shown) . As expected from previous analyses oftruncated
keratin mutants (Coulombe et al ., 1990), all ofthese mutants

assembled into heterodimers in 9 M urea buffer and het-
erotetramers in 6.5 M urea buffer, as judged by anion ex-
change chromatography followed by gel filtration chroma-
tography (Coulombe and Fuchs, 1990) . No difference in
efficiency of tetramer formation was observed between any
ofthe point mutants and wild-type K14 (data not shown ; see
Coulombe et al ., 1990 for similar results with truncated K14
proteins) . When dialyzed, heterotetramers of wild-type K5
and K14 proline mutants assembled into 10-nn filaments in
vitro (Fig. 5) . However, relative to wild-type K14PK5 fila-
ments (A), substantial perturbations were observed in all
filament assembly reactions involving K14 mutants with pro-
line substitutions near the rod ends (B-E) . Interestingly, at
least one of these mutants, L419:P had a more deleterious
effect on keratin filament assembly than was seen previously
for the deletion of the entire 418-LLEGE-422 sequence (see
Coulombe et al ., 1990 for deletion analyses) .

Filaments composed ofthe rod-end mutants exhibited one
or more of several different atypical characteristics, includ-
ing short filament length, irregular width, roughness offila-
ment surface, filament aggregation, and filament branching .
Thus, at 250 pg/ml, wild-type keratins assembled into fila-
ments which were routinely >2-,um long (A), while filaments
formed from K5 and either L143:P, R416 : P, or L419 :P were
significantly shorter, as evidenced by a >5x increase in the
number of free filament ends seen in electron micrographs
(see examples in B, L143:P) . This feature was less pro-
nounced for N123:P and V133 :P In addition, filaments com-
posed of L143: P, R416 : P, and L419 : P, but not N123 :P and
VI33 :P, were somewhat irregular in width and showed some
roughness, with small protuberances along the filament sur-
face . Filaments made from all five rod-end mutants exhibited
a propensity to aggregate, but this was particularly promi-
nent for L419:P (C) and R416:P (not shown) . Aggregation
also seemed to be associated with an increased propensity
of filaments to branch, a feature especially prominent in all
of our rod end mutants (D shows examples for N123 : P, ar-
rowheads denote some of the numerous branchpoints) . Al-
though wild-type filaments showed occasional branching un-
der the conditions used, these filaments consistently had a
5 x greater tendency to do so. V133:P was unusual in its abil-
ity to generate filaments that associated laterally to form
cable-like structures which frequently extendedfor hundreds
ofnanometers before separating again into component 10-run
filaments (E, regions denoted by double arrowheads) . In ad-
dition, filaments composed of V133:P were rarely straight,
but rather changed directions frequently, creating wavy pat-
terns (see examples in E, compare with wild-type in A) . For
all of the aberrancies observed, the Ptag did not seem to be
responsible, since removal of the tag from one mutant
(L419 : P) did not restore the phenotype .

Figure 4. Immunofluorescence analysis of transfected simple epithelial cells expressing K14 proline mutants . PtK2 cells were transfected
with nine keratin point mutants . At 65 h posttransfection, cells were fixed and co-stained with anti-P (first ofeach set) and anti-K8 (second
of each set) . A and B, two L419:Pexpressing PtK2 cells with keratin networks collapsed around the nucleus . This phenotype was also
seen for mutants N123 : P, V133 :P and R416 : P, in mosttransfected cells . Note : the collapsed keratin network phenotype was also characteris-
tic ofcells expressing D301:P, although we were unable to interpret this result due to the failure to obtain appreciable levels ofthis protein
in transiently transfected cells . Consequently, it is possible that protein processing contributed to this phenotype . (C and D) PtK2 cell
expressing K14P (E and F) R232 :P This phenotype was also seen for N183 :P and V380:P (G and H) L143:P Bar, 20 pm .
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Figure 5. In vitro assembly of bacterially expressed K14 proline mutants into 10-nm filaments. 1:1 molar complexes of K5 and either K14P
or K14P mutants were isolated by anion exchange chromatography, adjusted to 250 pg/ml in 9 M urea buffer, and subjected to in vitro
filament assembly as outlined previously (Coulombe and Fuchs, 1990) . Assembled filaments were applied to glow-discharged car-
bon-coated nickel grids, negatively stained with 1.25% uranyl acetate and visualized with a Phillips CM-10 electron microscope .
Magnification was calibrated using a diffraction grating replica . Efficiency of assembly was estimated as described in the text . Filaments
shown were assembled from K5 and: A, K14P (note wild-type appearance) ; B, L143:P (note shortness of filaments) ; C, L419:P (note short-
ness offilaments, irregular width and aggregation of filaments) ; D, N123:P (note numerous branchpoints, denoted by arrowheads, see also
C) ; E, V133:P (note unusual waviness of filaments and propensity of intertwining of filaments into larger cable-like structures, denoted
by opposing arrowheads) ; F, V380:P (note that these filaments are similar, but slightly shorter than the wild-type filaments shown in A) .
Bar, 200 nm .
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Filaments formed from the five proline rod-end mutants
were abundant, and only for L143 : P, R416 : P, and L419:P
did the number of filaments seem appreciably reduced over
wild-type reconstitution assays . Filament-forming efficiency
was verified by taking keratin mixtures before and after as-
sembly, and subjecting them to centrifugation at 20,000 g for
60 min, followed by analysis of the supernatant and pellet
by SDS-PAGE. These conditions were known to leave kera-
tin tetramers in the soluble pool (Coulombe and Fuchs,
1990) . When compared with wild-type assembly mixtures,
which left 5-10% keratins in the supernatant, only the
L143:P assembly mixture left a significantly greater amount
(>50 %) ofprotein in solution (data not shown) . A likely ex-
planation as to why L419:P and R416:P did not leave large
amounts of protein in solution is that these mutants produced
filaments which aggregated substantially under the condi-
tions used . Filament forming efficiency was further studied
by reducing assembly mixtures to near critical concentra-
tions (50 kg/ml) necessary for filament assembly. Under
these more stringent conditions, all K14 proline mutants and
wild-type K14 still assembled with wild-type K5 into 10-nm
filaments. However, in all cases including wild-type K14, the
filaments were significantly shorter at 50-,ug/ml than at 250-
pg/ml concentrations . Elongation was most strongly affected
for the mutants L143:P and L419:P, which made filaments
with an average length ofonly 100 nm, and with no filaments
appreciably longer than this . In contrast, wild-type K14
and other end proline mutations produced filaments of
rv 200-400 nm, with a few filaments extending to lengths of
>2 wm (data not shown) . Collectively, these results indi-
cated that the major perturbation common to all five of these
mutants was on filament length and interfilament interac-
tions, while some mutants showed in addition, effects on fila-
ment structure and filament forming efficiency.

In contrast to the proline mutations nearest the ends ofthe
rod, the four more internal proline mutations, N183 :P,
R232 :P, D301:P, and V380:P had significantly milder effects
on filament assembly. These internal proline K14 mutants
combined with wild-type K5 to efficiently produce 10-rim
filaments that were nearly indistinguishable from wild type
(Fig . 5 F, V380:P) . It was only upon careful and extensive
examination that we assessed that these filaments were some-
what shorter than normal . In addition, these filaments had
a slightly greater tendency to aggregate and/or branch than
normal (see F) . In general, however, our in vitro assembly
studies indicated that the internal proline mutants had a
much milder effect on 10-nm filament assembly than the end
domain proline mutants . Moreover, our in vitro studies were
consistent with our in vivo transfection studies, demonstrat-
ing a correlation between the disruption of the keratin fila-
ment network in transfected cells, and the perturbations in
assembled keratin filaments in vitro .

K14P Lacking Naturally Occurring Prolines and
Glycines in Its Linker Segments Incorporates Into
a Keratin Network and Forms Filaments with
Seemingly Normal 10-nm Structure
Since structural perturbations caused by internal proline mu-
tations did not seem to have marked effects on keratin net-
work formation or 10-nm filament assembly, we wondered
whether removing the naturally occurring proline residues
might perturb keratin filament structure. To test this possibil-
ity, we sequentially substituted all of the natural internal pro-
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line residues (see diagram in Fig . 6) . Without altering linker
length, proline and glycine residues from linkers I and II (LI
and LII) were replaced with residues compatible with the
a-helical and coiled-coil motifs ofthe restofthe rod domain .
Neither P156:R/P164:E (referred to as the LIa mutant) nor
G262 : N/G265 :D/G266:V/P276 :L/G277:R (referred to as
the LIIa mutant) caused perturbations in the keratin filament
networks when expressed in either SCC-13 or PtK2 cells.
Even when the double mutant LIa/LIIa was expressed, it
still integrated into SCC-13 and PtK2 networks in a fashion
indistinguishable from wild-type K14 (Fig . 6, A and B,
respectively) . Thus, despite the evolutionary conservation of
nonhelical linkerposition within the IF rod, removal of these
internal proline residues did not seem to compromise the
keratin filament network, at least in the context ofan epithe-
lial cell cultured on a plastic substratum .
To test for possible aberrations in keratin filament struc-

ture, the three linker mutants were then tested in our filament
assembly assay. All three linker mutants assembled into
10-nm filaments exhibiting wild-type regularity in width,
length and surface smoothness (Fig . 6, C-E) . These fila-
ments appeared no straighter or stiffer than those assembled
from wild-type K14 . However, filaments formed from each
of the three linker mutants showed somepropensity to aggre-
gate . This tendency was slight with the LIa and LIIa mutants
(C and D, respectively), but was quite striking with the dou-
ble mutant, LIa/LIIa (E) . However, when the starting con-
centration of keratin was reduced from 250 to 50 Ag/ml, the
aggregation was significantly reduced (data not shown) .

A More DetailedAnalysis ofthe End Domains
Having already demonstrated that end domain proline mu-
tants had a potent effecton 10-nm filament assembly and ker-
atin network formation, we wondered whether more subtle
mutations might also perturb the a-helical rod in a fashion
deleterious to assembly. We focused on the carboxy terminal
end ofthe rod domain, where the sequence TYRR/KLLEGE
is present in nearly all IF proteins. The mutations that we
introduced are illustrated in Fig. 7. Since L419:P and
R416:P were among the most deleterious of the nine proline
mutants tested, we introduced nucleotide changes encoding :
(a) the phenylalanine mutation L419:F ; (b) the phenylala-
nine mutation R416:F ; and (c) the charge mutations L419:R
and R416:E, to examine the consequences of single residue
changes in size, hydrophobicity and charge, respectively.
To investigate the behavior of these mutants in a cellular

environment, we subcloned them into mammalian expres-
sion vectors and expressed them transiently in epithelial cell
lines PtK2 and SCC-13. Some mutants (R416:E, R416:F,
and L419:F) were indistinguishable from wild-type K14P,
integrating without disruption into the endogenous keratin
filament network (Fig . 8, A and B, transfected SCC-13 cells,
anti-P, and anti-K5, respectively ; C and D, transfected PtK2
cells, anti-P, and anti-K14, respectively) . In contrast,
L419 :R caused withdrawal of the keratin network from the
cell periphery and/or complete perinuclear collapse in
>20 % of transfected SCC-13 cells (E and F) and >50 % of
transfected PtK2 cells (G and H).
As expected, when these COOH-terminal rod mutants

were tested in vitro, they all assembled with K5 into 10-nm
filaments in vitro (Fig . 9) . Once again, a correlation existed
between the extent to which mutants perturbed keratin net-
work formation in vivo with that observed in vitro. Thus,
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Figure 6. In vivo and in vitro consequences of removing the naturally occurring proline and glycine residues from the nonhelical linker
regions of K14. A stick diagram at top denotes the amino acid substitutions made to create the linker mutants LIa, LIIa, and LIa/LIIa
(the double linker mutant) . Below, solid bars representregions ofthe K14P and LIa/LIIa proteins predicted to be a-helical by the secondary
structure prediction method of Gamier et al ., 1978. Decision constants of -100 and 50 were assigned to the a-helical and extended chain
conformation potentials, respectively, as suggested by Gamier et al ., 1978 . The numbers below the diagram correspond to amino acid
residue numbers. A andB show SCC-13 (A) and PtK2 (B) cells transfected with LIa/LIIa and stained with anti-P. These wild-type pheno-
types were also observed with the LIa and LIIa mutants. C, D, and Eshow filaments assembled by in vitro combination of K5 and either
LIa, LIIa and LIa/LIIa, respectively. Note that in all three cases, the filaments were smooth and regular, but had a tendency to aggregate.
This tendency was mild in the LIa (C) and LIIa (D) assembly assays, but was dramatic in the LIa/LIIa filaments (E). Filaments shown
in E were on the edge of a large (>10 im) electron-opaque ball of filaments. Nearly all of the K5-LIa/LIIa filaments formed from a
250 jug/ml mixture were clumped in a large aggregate visible to the eye. Bars : (A and B) 20 jm ; (C-E) 200 nm .
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K14P

	

414 -TYRRLLEGEDAHL- 426
K 14P-L419 :P

	

-TYRRLPEGEDAHL-
K 14P-L4 19 :R

	

-TYRRLREGEDAHL-
K14P-L419:F -TYRRLFEGEDAHL-
K14P-R416 :P -TYPRLLEGEDAHL-
K14P-R416 :E -TYERLLEGEDAHL-
K14P-R416:F -TYFRLLEGEDAHL
Frog Lamin

	

-AYRKMLEGEEGRL
Snail IF

	

-CYRKLLEGEESRV-
Pig NF-L

	

-AYRKLLEGEETRL-
cdefgabcdefga

Figure 7. Stick diagram of point mutations at the carboxy end of
helix 2B, depicting their location relative to the a-helical rod do-
main . The rod domain (see legend to Fig . 1) is denoted by boxes .
The speckled region denotes the highly conserved carboxy end of
helix 2B, whose sequences are provided . Thin black bars denote
non-helical domains ; thin white bar denotes the neuropeptide sub-
stance P tag. The mutant residues are indicated in bold . The high
degreeof sequence conservation between the end ofhelix 2B ofK14
and other IF proteins can be appreciated by comparison with the
corresponding segments ofthe most distantly related IF sequences :
frog (Xenopus) lamin (Daring and Stick, 1990) ; snail (Helix asp.)
cytoskeletal IF (Dodemont et al ., 1990) and porcine low molecular
weight neurofilament protein (Geisler et al ., 1983) . Beneath the
sequences is an indication of the heptad repeats, where many
a and d residues throughout the rod domain are hydrophobic . Point
mutants were engineered by site-directed mutagenesis using either
the Kunkel method (Kunkel, 1985), synthetic oligonucleotide in-
serts or polymerase chain reaction methods . In all cases, mutations
were verified by DNA sequencing.

R416:E and L419:F produced filaments which were very
similar to wild-type filaments (A) . In contrast, L419:R
generated relatively short filaments with more atypical fea-
tures, including branching, diameter nonuniformity, and
aggregation (B and B; variation in filament diameter denoted
by arrowheads in B) . Collectively, our results demonstrated
that all point mutations in the very highly conserved end
regions of the a-helical rod domain ofK14 caused detectable
perturbations on keratin IF assembly and filament forming
efficiency. The most severe phenotypes were those generated
by mutations involving loss of hydrophobicity or peptide
backbone deformation .

All IF proteins have proline and glycine residues within three
small and localized segments of the a-helical rod domain .
While these residues almost certainly cause local perturba-
tions in the helical rod, the rod nevertheless tolerates these
structural aberrations and still permits coiled-coil formation
(Hanukoglu and Fuchs, 1982, 1983 ; Geisler and Weber,
1982 ; Steinert et al ., 1983) . In fact, it has generally been
predicted that given their defined locations, these helix-
perturbing residues are somehow important and perhaps
even essential for proper higher ordered interactions andfila-
ment assembly. Moreover, because of their evolutionarily
conserved exclusion from the four a-helical domains of the
rod, proline residues in the helical domains have been as-
sumed to be deleterious to the formation of the coiled-coil
and the assembly of subunits into 10-nm filaments . This no-

tion has prevailed to such an extent that it had never been
tested experimentally.

Indeed it was surprising to discover that proline mutants
positioned throughout the central segments of the rod do-
main had significantly less severe effects on keratin structure
and network formation than proline or more subtle muta-
tions at the ends of the rod . Moreover, removal of the natu-
rally occurring proline and glycine residues in the nonhelical
linker domains had relatively minor effects on keratin fila-
ment network formation in vivo and on keratin filament as-
sembly in vitro . Although none ofthe central residues chosen
for mutagenesis was as highly conserved as those at the ends,
all but one (N183) had conservative or no changes in >80%
of published IF sequences . In addition, three of these resi-
dues were within the more highly conserved a or d_ positions
of the heptad repeats of hydrophobic residues .
A natural question arising from our results is why internal

proline mutations might influence keratin network formation
to a lesser extent than mutations at the rod ends . One likely
explanation is that proline-induced kinks or bends in the pep-
tide backbone can be tolerated when embedded in a long
stretch of stabilizing coiled-coil . While additional experi-
ments will be necessary to test this notion, our data suggest
that the large central coiled-coils of IF subunits are more
flexible than previously realized, since they can absorb
significant local alterations in the a-helix without com-
promising function . Are the short nonhelical linker regions
simply a reflection ofsequence segments best able to tolerate
flexibility without loss offunction? While this is possible, an
alternative and intriguing possibility arising from our studies
is that conservation of these linkers might be important for
cytoskeletal architecture, rather than filament assembly per
se . If the aggregation of linker mutant-generated filaments
observed in vitro is relevant in vivo, then this could account
for why these nonhelical segments occur in virtually all IF
proteins . The absence ofgross keratin network perturbations
in cells expressing our linker mutants could not be a result
oftoo low a keratin concentration within the epidermal cells,
since keratins are present in these cells at -5 mg/ml (unpub-
lished), i .e., a greater concentration than that at which fila-
ment aggregation occurred in vitro . However, it could be that
the endogenous keratins in transfected cells attenuated aggre-
gation by the mutant . Finally, it could be that filament aggre-
gation is more deleterious to a cell in the context of a tissue
than in culture. Thus, while we observed little or no effects
on filamentassembly with mutants involving the introduction
or removal of proline residues within the internal portions
of the rod, subtle differences in either filament structure (in-
ternal proline mutants) or filament aggregation (linker mu-
tants) might still give rise to subtle physiological aberrancies.

TheEnds

Mutant-induced collapse ofthe keratin filament network was
first observed in cells transfected with carboxy- and amino-
terminal deletion mutants (Albers and Fuchs, 1987 ; 1989 ;
Coulombe et al ., 1990 ; Lu and Lane, 1990) . However, since
(a) deletions involved a nonhelical end as well as a carboxy-
or amino-terminal segment of the rod, and (b) mutagenesis
of other portions of the rod domain were not conducted, the
special importance of these highly conserved end domains
could not be appreciated from those studies . Indeed, the ba-
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Figure 9. In vitro assembly of helix 2B mutants into 10-nm filaments . One mutant, R416:F, was susceptible to bacterial proteolysis and
therefore was not used for in vitro studies. In vitro assembly and filament forming efficiency studies were carried out as described in the
legend to Fig . 4 . Filaments shown were assembled from KS and the following : (A) (R) L419:F (note that filaments are near wild-type) .
This phenotype was also seen for R416:E . (B) L419:R (note marked aggregation of filaments, as well as non-uniform diameter and short-
ness) . (B') L419 :R, higher magnification to visualize irregularity in filament width, denoted by arrowheads . Bars : (A) 200 nm ; (B') 100 nm.

sis for the collapsed network phenotype seems to reside pre-
dominantly in ends ofthe rod rather than in the internal por-
tions of the rod or in the nonhelical segments flanking the
rod . Moreover, since those mutants that caused the most dra-
matic changes in filament structure in vitro were the same
that caused IF network collapse in vivo, it seems likely that
the in vivo aberrations were caused by structural abnormali-
ties originating in these ends . That the network withdraws
from the cell periphery implies that the keratin network is
more sensitive here than elsewhere to the structural pertur-
bations introduced by the mutations . We do not yet know
whether this reflects an inherent difference in stability be-
tween the keratin network at the periphery versus elsewhere,
or alternatively, whether a membrane-IF interaction exists
which is especially sensitive to changes in IF structure .

It is striking that a collapse ofthe keratin filament network
was generated by all ofthe five different proline substitutions
in helix 1A and at the end ofhelix 2B . Surprisingly, however,
some mutations at the COOH-terminal end of the rod
(R416:E, L419:F, and R416:F) were without major effect in
vivo or in vitro, despite the fact that these residues were
highly conserved and that two ofthese mutations changed the
hydrophobicity and/or the charge of the residue . That such
substantial side chain variation can be tolerated is further
documented by the recent finding of an arginine to glutamic
acid substitution at the 416 equivalent position of a Drosoph-
ila lamin (Osmon et al ., 1990) . Collectively, these data indi-
cate that whether natural or artificial, substantial changes in
the side chains ofthese critical end sequences can sometimes

be tolerated . In contrast, praline mutations, which alter the
peptide backbone as well as the side chain, cannot . The con-
straint of conformation imposed by a proline mutation will
locally disrupt or at least kink the a-helical structure at the
rod end (Chou and Fasman, 1978) . In the absence of a
stabilizing «-helix flanking both sides of this aberration,
such a change might perturb IF structure to even a greater
extent than deletion of these residues. This notion is consis-
tent with our findings that praline mutations at the 000H-
terminal end of the rod were more deleterious than deletion
(Coulombe et al ., 1990) . Thus our findings imply that the
specific contacts normally associated with residues at the
ends ofthe rod are not as important for function as the under-
lying cti-helical structure. These findings exclude the possi-
bility that the sole purpose for the highly conserved end do-
mains is for specific interactions between intermediate
filament-associated proteins (IFAP) rather than for keratin
filament assembly per se .

It is possible that the conditions we have used to assay the
effects of our mutants on keratin network formation and IF
assembly were less severe than those that exist in nature. For
instance, it has recently been observed that the flattened
shape of cultured epidermal cells seems to stabilize the cyto-
plasmic keratin network in a fashion that does not occur in
the physiological context of the skin (Coulombe et al .,
1991x) . Moreover, the in vitro assembly conditions may be
more permissive to subtle structural perturbations than fila-
ment assembly in vivo. Thus, although all of our mutants ex-
hibited at least subtle defects in their ability to influence ker-

Figure 8. Immunofluorescence analysis of cells transfected with helix 2B mutant keratins . SCC43 and PtK2 cells were transfected with
keratin point mutants in the highly conserved carboxy terminal end of helix 2B . Cells were fixed and stained as in the legends to Figs .
2 and 3. The first of each set was stained with anti-P and the second with either and-KS (SCC13) or and-K8 (RV).SCC-13 cell expressing
R416:F (A and B) or PtK2 cell expressing L419:F (C and D) . Note : mutants L419:F and R416:E were indistinguishable from R416:F
which was indistinguishable from wild-type K14P, and exhibited the shown phenotype in >90% of transfected PtK2 cells, and >99% of
transfected SCC43 cells. SCC43 cell (D-F) or PtK2 cell (G and H) expressing L419:R . Note that the keratin network is collapsed around
the nucleus, with punctate staining at the periphery. Bars, 20 Am .
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atin filament assembly, the range of their effects in vivo may
be more severe . Recent K14 mutational studies from a
genetic skin disease involving K14 mutations suggest that
this may be the case (see below) .

Relevance to Other IFs
In the past few years, a number of deletion and two point
mutagenesis studies have been conducted on a variety of
different IF proteins (Albers and Fuchs, 1987, 1989 ; Chris-
tian et al ., 1990 ; Coulombe et al ., 1990 ; Gill et al ., 1990 ;
Hatzfeld and Weber, 1990a,ó ; Heald and McKeon, 1990 ;
Lu and Lane, 1990; Wong and Cleveland, 1990) . Thus far,
IF mutageneses have been largely confined to nonhelical
head and tail domains or to the end domains of the rod, and
hence there are very little data which might enable us to as-
sess the extent to which our results on the internal segments
ofthe K14 rod will be relevant to other IF proteins . However,
two lines of evidence suggest that the effects ofanalogous rod
mutations in other non-keratin IF proteins may be more se-
vere : one is that keratins are obligatory heteropolymers
(Franke et al ., 1983) ; the other is that keratin heterodimers
and heterotetramers are significantly more stable than other
IF subunits (Coulombe and Fuchs, 1990) . This said, the ex-
traordinary conservation of 10-nm assembly, structure and
sequence among IF proteins makes it very likely that the
range of severities observed with our point mutants will also
hold for other IF proteins, even though the scale of severity
may vary. Consistent with this notion are the studies ofHeald
and McKeon (1990), who tested the ability of point muta-
tions in lamin A to influence nuclear lamina formation in
transfected cells in culture. While these researchers only
scored the ability to form or disrupt the lamina, and did not
conduct in vitro assembly studies, they did demonstrate that
the lamin equivalent of R416:P caused disruption of the nu-
clear lamina, in a fashion perhaps analogous to that which
we observed for the keratin network . In addition, albeitmore
conservative than our internal proline mutations, two inter-
nal point mutations in helix 2B were without effect on lamina
network formation . It is notable that an hypothesis derived
from the lamin studies suggested that residues a, d_, e, and
f in the heptad repeat may be the most sensitive sites for
amino acid substitutions, since these residues point inward
in the coiled-coil interaction (Heald and McKeon, 1990) .
While our data do not discount this notion, it is notable that
all four of our internal proline mutations were in a or d_ posi-
tions, and yet these did not alter dimer or tetramer forma-
tion, nor did they appreciably perturb filament assembly. As
further studies on lamins, keratins, and other IF proteins are
conducted, the extent to which their coiled-coil domains can
accommodate similar substitutions should become more ap-
parent .
When all of the data are taken together, a picture emerges

whereby 10-nm filament structure can tolerate considerable
flexibility in amino acid sequence, particularly within the
very stable central coiled-coil segments of the rod domain .
The substitution of different residues affects IF formation and
stability to varying degrees, and while some mutations may
be tolerated within the framework of the 10-nm filament,
others, particularly a-helical perturbing mutations in the
ends of the rod, cannot . The fact that maintenance of a
specific structure at the rod ends is so vital to IF assembly
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and function explains why these sequences have been so
highly conserved throughout evolution .

Relevance to Epidermolysis Bullosa Simplex
The finding that certain mutations have more severe effects
than others on IF stability, structure, and network formation
has important implications for a class of autosomal domi-
nant, human blistering skin diseases known as EBS . EBS has
recently been shown to arise from genetic mutations in basal
epidermal keratin genes (Vassar et al ., 1991; Coulombe et
al ., 1991a,ó ; Bonifas et al ., 1991) . Inpatients with EBS, ker-
atin filament elongation is restricted, and this apparently
leads to epidermal cell fragility and cytolysis upon mild in-
cidental trauma (Coulombe et al ., 1991b) . Interestingly, in
two human cases of the most severe (Dowling Meara) form
ofthe disease, a single amino acid, R125, near the amino ter-
minal endofthe K14 rod domain was mutated toeither a cys-
teine (R125 :C) or a histidine (Rl25:H) (Coulombe et al .,
1991b) . In contrast, a patient with a milder form (Koebner)
of EBS was found to have the point mutation L384 : P, located
in an internal segment of the K14 rod (Bonifas et al ., 1991) .
Bonifas et al . (1991) assumed that a proline mutation within
the rod would disrupt the a-helix in a fashion analogous to
previous deletion mutations at the rod ends . In contrast, if
the L384:P mutation is responsible for the EBS phenotype,
as ithas been shown for the R125:C mutation (see Coulombe
et al ., 199lb), then our present data predicts that the L384 :P
would be significantly more subtle in its phenotype than ei-
ther (a) rod-end deletions or (b) a number of different rod-
end point mutations . Therefore, our data provide an insight
into why the EBS blistering disease might be milder in a pa-
tient harboring an L384:P mutant than in one with either
RI 25:C or R125 :H mutations . Although we have not yet as-
sayed L384:P in our system, this mutation is in the "a" resi-
due of the heptad immediately adjacent to the heptad con-
taining the V380:P "d" residue mutation that we have
described in this paper. Thus, L384:P might be expected to
behave similarly to V380:P More generally, we anticipate
that most K14 mutations in Dowling Meara patients will be
located in the more critical end domains, whereas most K14
mutations in patients with milder forms of EBS will be lo-
cated in more internal segments of the rod . As additional
EBS patients and K14/K5 point mutations are characterized,
the extent to which this holds true should become apparent .
Finally, the striking similarities in structure among all IF
types, coupled with the knowledge that perturbations in ker-
atin networks can lead to human disease opens the intriguing
possibility that other as yet unidentified diseases in other tis-
sues may have as their basis perturbations in other IF net-
works caused by mutations in IF sequence .
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